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Abstract :- There is need for a converter that can
convert one programming language to other to save
time for learning a new programming language
especially like CUDA which deals with CPU as well
as GPU. Making such a system automated is also
important. Also parallelism is the need to save
processing power as well as user's time.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, there has been great advancement
in the region of Parallel Computing. With the
introduction of General Purpose Graphical
Processing Units, parallel processing capability has
become easy and affordable. A typical GPU is a
multicore architecture with each core capable of
thousands of threads running simultaneously [1].
CUDA is a parallel computing system which is
developed by NVIDIA. The GPU remains idle during
running of general purpose applications. To increase
the system performance, the computing capability of
the GPU available can get properly exploit during
execution of application outside the graphics domain.
Parallel computing is an important computing field in
which many computations are carried out
simultaneously.
Some of the areas where GPUs have been used
broadly for General Purpose computing are: scientific
computing [2], Data Analysis [3], image processing
[4], animation and simulation [5] [6] and
cryptography [7].
But the vast repositories of legacy serial C codes,
which are still in used. They are unable to exploit this
addition computing power available to them.
Manually updating all such codes is tiring and errorprone. Parallelizing even a single C code is not a
minor task. The programmer needs to have a entire
knowledge of source code being parallelized and
should be comfortable with the destination parallel
architecture. Also, even though APIs, such as those
of CUDA, have appeals many non-graphics
programmer to port their applications to GPGPUs,
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still the process remains very challenging for
programmers. In particular, CUDA places on the
programmer the burden of packaging GPU codes in
separate methods, of explicitly managing transfer the
data between the host memory and many different
GPU memories, and of manually optimizing the
utilization of the GPU memory [8].
Due to the reasons mentioned above, we have
attempted the task to develop the Automated Tool to
Generate Parallel CUDA code from a Serial C Code.
The tool is aimed to design and enabling simple
portability of existing serial software to parallel
architectures. This should be possible without the
user having any knowledge of the algorithm and the
architecture.
II.

EXISTING SYSTEM

In existing systems the two approaches are used that
are the RPA (Rewrite Parallel Algorithm) and MOL
(Modify Original Library). RPA redesigns the
sequential or parallel algorithms and tools on GPUs.
Using these approaches, the users must need to
understand the original (sequential or parallel)
algorithm on CPU absolutely at first, and then write
the CUDA program on GPU directly. The RPA is the
porting approach with the high complexity and low
correctness. For an existing CPU program, when
using the RPA, the programmers also need to
understand the functions and path of execution in the
program, and then write the CUDA program on GPU.
The process of understanding the algorithm/program
will increase greatly the time and complexity of the
porting process.[9]
The second porting approach, MOL, is to modify an
existing CPU program and let it can be operated on
GPU. In the MOL, the first step is to understand the
source codes of original CPU program and the
operational processes. By using profiler tool, the
most time consuming libraries (or functions) can be
found and then they (a partial program) are modified
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greatly (rewritten the procedure or data structures in
general) to become CUDA programs (kernel
functions).
Ample of work has been done in enhancing the
software support for GPGPU programming. The first
group extends CUDA support to other programming
languages [10], such as PyCUDA for Python, jCUDA
for Java and CUDA Fortran to be jointly developed
by PGI and NVIDIA. The second group of related
work provides high level abstraction of CUDA
programming terms of compiler directives,[11]
propose a compiler framework for translating an
OpenMP program to a CUDA program. The main
contributions of this type of work include an
interpretation of OpenMP semantics under the
CUDA model and the set of transformations that
optimize global memory accesses.
PGI has released a directive-based Accelerator
Programming Model [12] for CPU + Accelerator
systems, and the latest PGI Fortran and C compiler
supports this model on CUDA-enabled NVIDIA
GPUs. Compared to hiCUDA[10], OpenMP is a
standard API which are familier with the
programmers and many existing applications are
programmed in OpenMP. However, both the
OpenMP and the Accelerator model are not specific
to the CUDA architecture, and therefore, less the
support of the important concepts like shared
memory and thread block. Creating an abstraction
that closely matches the CUDA model is exactly the
reason to design a new and simpler set of directives.
III.

Fig 1: Flowchart showing the input and output
with the tool as a black-box
Internally, the tool works in two phases (Fig 2). Open
MP is used as the intermediate language between
them:
• During the first pass, portions of C code are
identified with are not dependent on each other and
can be executed in parallel. Open MPPragmas are
then inserted for those portions.
• In second pass, aOpen MP compiler produces an
equivalent CUDA code consisting of various CUDA
functions and kernel (GPU) related operations using
Open MP pragmas.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The main purpose of this tool is to convert a C code
to its equivalent CUDA code. Same is illustrated in
the flowchart below in Fig 1. The generated output
will be a code in CUDA language which can be
executed on any machine with a CUDA enabled
graphics card.

Fig 2: Internal phases
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f2= Cuda Memory functions.
f3= Cuda Copy functions.

●

Success: Successfully generates CUDA code
which is feasible to work on GPU.

●

Failure: Fails to generate a related CUDA
code.
V.

CONCLUSION

Fig 3: Proposed Work

So from the above analysis it is concluded that there
is a need for converter which allows conversion of
one source code to another source code. There is
huge amount of overhead to learn kernel code
management in multiprocessor environment so this
converter is useful for converting a source code.

Initially, the serial C code is passed to the Convertor
and then forwarded to following blocks:
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Lexer: The serial C code is tokenized and
these tokens are passed to the Parser.
Parser: The parser generator used is ANTLR
which is Another Tool for Language
Recognition which is parser generator and
checks the tokens against the patterns and
grammar.
STG: Symbol Table Generation block stores
all identifiers along with their classification.
AST: Abstract Syntax Tree generates a Tree
according to the representation of
the structure of source code written in
a computer language. The syntax is
"abstract" in not representing every detail
appearing in the real syntax.
Kernel Code: The next few blocks is used to
insert the CUDA methods and packages.
Analysis: The code is further given for
complexity analysis and used for
performance tuning.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

System S= {input, output, functions, success, failure}
where,
●

Input:C program code.

●

Output: CUDA C code.

●

Functions={f1,f2,f3}

where,
f1=__global__
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